MARCELLA JONES-PENN
Jones-Penn is the owner and designer of women's fashion brand Marcella Collection. She started
designing professionally in 2013 but started designing at the young age of 12! When she isn't designing,
Marcella is also the Executive Producer of Runway Dallas, which showcases fashion brands from all over
the world twice a year to put Dallas on the map as a destination for fashion industry professionals and
designers. Marcella graduated from Erie Community College in Buffalo, NY with a degree in Fashion
Merchandising and Buying. She joined FGI 2 years ago to stay plugged in to the fashion community in
Dallas and likes to surround herself with like-minded professionals.
Check out Marcella's websites to learn more about this fabulous member!
Marcella Collection- www.MarcellaCo.com
Runway Dallas- www.RunwayDallas.com
DEVIN ELLIS
Ellis is an Entrepreneur and Consultant and this week's #FGIDallas #MemberMonday! Devin assists
companies with business model creation and go-to-market strategy and execution. He's very good at
building relationships and connecting people to resources. He has a BS in Business Administration with a
focus on International Business from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and also completed
an MBA in Entrepreneurship from the University of Louisville. He's specifically interested in social
entrepreneurship and sustainability technologies and products. Devin has been an active member of FGI
for many years. He enjoys runway shows and interacting with fashion industry professionals in Dallas. In
previous years Devin has co-chaired FGI events like the Scholarship Competition and Night of Stars.
THOMAS GARZA
Thomas Garza Photography has been in business for 5 years. Thomas is an accomplished fashion,
wedding and portrait photographer. Thomas has worked with several notable locals like Pat and Emmitt
Smith Charities, SMU and DIFFA and also goes to NYC for Fashion Week each season to photograph the
bug runway shows! He's been a member of FGI for 3.5 years and says he is "impressed with the quality
of events and the members were super friendly and invited me in." Over the years, Thomas has done a
great job photographing FGI Dallas events. Currently, Thomas is working on getting a CPP (Certified
Professional Photographer) and has an Associate Degree of Applied Science. Learn more about Thomas
and his services at his website!
www.ThomasGarzaPhotography.com
YVONNE CRUM
Crum has been dedicated to the fashion and philanthropic communities in Dallas for many years. For the
last 11 years has been raising money for the Suicide and Crisis Center of North Texas through her annual
event Fashion Stars for a Cause and has inspired hundreds of people to get involved. She's known for
her impeccable style and dynamic character. Learn more about SCC + Fashion Stars here!
http://www.sccenter.org/fashion-stars/

